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__________  FRIDAY __________ 

 
 
6:15 — 6:30 pm 
Opening Thanksgiving Address  
Welcome at the Woods Edge, Announcements & Tributes 
Joe Stahlman, Terry Abrams and Francis Scardera  
 
 
6:30—7:00 pm 
James Spencer Whipple: New York State’s ‘Indian Expert’ and Progressive Era Conservationist 
Laurence M. Hauptman and Nêhdöwes (Randy A. John) 
SUNY  
 
James Spencer Whipple was the classic self-made man, a person who clearly sought influence and 
respect from the rich and politically powerful. From poor rural beginnings and fatherless at the age of 
seven, his journey to achieve his goals was a long and windy one— from a ten-year-old farm laborer 
to a powerful state commissioner. An eloquent orator, he was much sought after as a speaker at vet-
erans’ events and at state-wide political banquets befriending a series of New York State’s governors 
from Theodore Roosevelt to Al Smith. In the process, he became one of the most influential leaders in 
Albany on both Iroquois and forest management policies and his initiatives lived long after his death 
in 1941. Although his two causes seem on the surface to be unrelated, Whipple’s positions grew out 
of the same environment, namely the lands in and around the Seneca Nation’s Allegany Territory 
where he grew up and later practiced law. 
 
7:00—7:30 pm 
The Most Valuable Lands: Seneca Oil, Seneca’s Oil, and the Struggle for Land Rights at the Birth-
place of an Industry 
Nëhdöwes (Randy A. John) and Alicia Puglionesi  
Johns Hopkins University 
 
The oil-producing regions of western Pennsylvania and New York are legendary as the birthplace of 
the modern petroleum industry; as with any story of American origins, it is important to scrutinize the 
role of racism and colonialism in establishing narratives that render Indigenous people as ghosts, 
guides, or givers who facilitate white access to resources while fading into a mythical past. Such nar-
ratives certainly proliferated in the nineteenth- and twentieth-century popular press, where petrole-
um was initially known by its regional moniker, “Seneca Oil,” and dreams of “Indian spirits” were said 
to lead prospectors to successful holes. The reality was that the Onöndowa´ga:´ (Seneca people; Lit. 
people of the big hills) waged active legal and political battles to secure their rights to land, resources, 
and sacred sites in Pennsylvania and New York throughout the height of the oil boom. Their historical 
relationship with oil as a healing natural substance led leaders to preserve the Oil Spring Territory 
(Ga:no´s) in 1797; a century later, Seneca leaders engaged in ever-more complex negotiations with 
white-owned oil companies, and wound up in an existential fight against the Americans attempting to 
liquidate their treaty-protected territories. This paper presents a research collaboration between 
Randy A. John and Alicia Puglionesi on the intersection of energy history and Seneca Nation political 
history. 
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7:30—8:00 pm 
Remembering Washington’s “Sullivan Expedition” of 1779 in Contemporary Times 
Andrea Lynn Smith 
Lafayette College 
 
The raids of Washington’s 1779 “Indian Expedition,” more commonly known as the “Sullivan Expedi-
tion,” destroyed well over forty Seneca and other Indigenous villages along with crops and stored food-
stuffs.  Despite its horrors, white settlers commemorated it in the previous century with grand fanfare, 
establishing historical markers that persist on the landscape of Pennsylvania in New York today.  In this 
paper I focus on the contemporary reverberations of these markers, considering what the Sullivan story 
means to people living in their vicinity.  Based on ethnographic research and oral history interviews 
with Euro-Americans and leaders of Haudenosaunee cultural centers, I compare the Sullivan story that 
persists in Haudenosaunee memory with its counterpart in Euro-American commemoration, and con-
clude by reviewing projects underway that seek to challenge the dominant narrative.  
 
8:00—8:30 pm 
John Adlum Visits Seneca Country  
Woody Crow 
Independent Researcher 
 
In 1794, John Adlum was tasked with conducting land surveys of land in the Erie Triangle recently ac-
quired by the United States.  The actual land transaction occurred at the 1789 Treaty of Harmar but the 
United States did not move to actually claim the land while the Ohio Indian Wars were raging.  Alt-
hough Cornplanter had previously disclosed no interest in the Erie Triangle, he seemed to have a 
change of heart in reading Adlum’s Memoir.  Adlum did his best to stall and discourage the Seneca 
even as a force of warriors arrived from Six Nations to assist the Seneca.  In the end, Cornplanter never 
received the support from the women leaders to send the men off to war and they soon received news 
of the defeat of the Ohio Indians at the Battle of Fallen Timbers and Cornplanter understood that his 
job was now to get the best peace he could receive at the upcoming Canadaigua conference. 
 
8:30—9:00 pm 
The 1973 Allegany Seneca Field School Revisited: A U.B. Perspective 
Robert J. Hasenstab 
University of Illinois at Chicago 
 
In early 1973 the late Dr. Marian E. White, of the SUNY Buffalo Department of Anthropology ("UB"), 
organized a summer archaeological field school to be held on the Allegany Seneca Reservation in south-
western New York.  It was intended to be a combination of non-Indian (the author) and Allegany Sene-
ca students enrolled at UB.  The field school was based within the Reservation in the vacant Killbuck 
Elementary School.  It featured a series of Reservation research agendas.  This paper will review the 
various research projects undertaken by the field school and its students. 
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__________  SATURDAY __________ 

 
 
9:00-9:30 am 
The Tuscarora who remained in North Carolina after 1803 
Chandler Scott Allred 
University of North Carolina at Pembroke 
 
This paper demonstrates the continued presence of Tuscarora families, culture, and history in North 
Carolina after the Tuscarora War and the 1803 Indian Woods land sale. The Tuscarora who remained 
after the war and reservation land sale are overlooked in history. The common narrative concerning 
the Tuscarora relates that all remaining members of the nation that survived the war relocated to New 
York and became the sixth nation of the Haudenosaunee. This paper challenges this popular claim and 
demonstrates that many Tuscarora remained in North Carolina and went into hiding for fear of their 
safety. 
 
9:30-10:00 am 
Elders New Voices: A Retrospective Audio Series from Akwesasne radio in the 1980's 
Brian Rice 
University of Manitoba 
 
In 1987 while working in the Anishnabe community of Winniway, there were few resources such as 
English television, radio or internet to keep me occupied. I purchased nine audio tapes called Elders 
New Voices, a radio show by CKON that had produced them in the mid 1980's. Four were missing. The 
tapes included both music and elders speaking on everything from medicinal plants to the Great Law of 
Peace: Ernie Benedict, Cecilia Mitchell, Ron LaFrance, Christina Jocks, Francis Boots, Tony Barnes/Edgar 
Jocks and Julius Cooke. I have made inquiries and it appears the recordings are gone. In my presenta-
tion, I will play digitalized excerpts from this important era of Akwesasne cultural resurgence.  
 
10:00-10:30 am 
‘A Scattered People’: Protecting Haudenosaunee Mobility, Autonomy, and Ecosystems  
Kelly Hopkins 
University of Houston 
 
During the first half of the eighteenth century, the proliferation of indigenous communities in southern 
Haudenosaunee territory has been viewed as a breakdown of longstanding settlement patterns, chal-
lenges to hereditary structures of authority, and an attempt on the part of the Confederacy to extend 
sovereignty over displaced nations escaping colonial intrusion and violence.  This paper seeks to place 
the diverse communities throughout the southern Haudenosaunee homeland in the context of retain-
ing access to critical ecosystems and resources for residents and future generations. Villages near im-
portant water systems and acquisition sites also highlight the gendered dynamics of longstanding 
Haudenosaunee settlement patterns. 
 
 
 
BREAK—BOOK ROOM–ARTISTS AND EXHIBITORS 
10:30-11:00 am 
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11:00-11:30 am 
Kindred Spirits: Family and Identity on Oneida Land 
Susan A. Brewer 
University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point  
Rebecca Karst  
Amateur researcher of Oneida Indian families 
 
Susan Brewer and Rebecca Karst shared a common goal of tracing their families on Oneida land in cen-
tral New York. Susan sought to find out how the land on which she grew up transferred from Oneida 
ownership to her family. Rebecca was determined to learn about the Oneida ancestors of her father. 
Drawing on a multitude of sources, they discovered that their families had been neighbors for almost 
three centuries. Side by side, as allies and foes, these families witnessed revolution, dispossession, as-
similation, and native revival.  
 
11:30-12:00 am 
The Political Activism of Kahnawà:ke's "Chief Poking Fire" 
Gerald Reid 
Sacred Heart University 
 
John Atsienharonkwas McComber, “Chief Poking Fire,” is most closely associated with the Indian-
themed tourist attraction he and his wife, Louise Kawennaroroks, operated in Kahnawà:ke for over four 
decades in the mid-twentieth century.  John and Louise have been viewed as savvy, hardworking, and 
sometimes controversial entrepreneurs whose “Indian Village” provided important opportunities for 
Kahnawakehró:non.  Less well known is the McCombers’ political role in their community and the wid-
er world of Haudenosaunee and First Nations people.  I explore their positions on traditional govern-
ment, opposition to the St. Lawrence Seaway, Haudenosaunee land claims, border-crossing rights, and 
the development of pan-Indigenous political organizations. 
 
 
12:00-1:30 pm 
LUNCH BREAK —BOOK ROOM–ARTISTS AND EXHIBITORS 
 
 
1:30-2:00 pm 
Film: TBA 
 
2:00-2:30 pm 
Learning from Worn and Broken Stone Tools 
William Engelbrecht 
 
Whole stone tools are valued over broken ones by both collectors and professional archaeologists, 
whether it be for purposes of display, illustration, or research. This stems from an approach in archae-
ology that views artifacts as emblematic of function or cultural identity. It also reflects modern life that 
views broken objects as worthless. It is not necessarily how native peoples viewed or used whole, 
worn, or broken stone tools. A comparison of whole and broken arrow points, scrapers, and drills from 
an Iroquoian village reveals details that would not be known if only whole specimens were studied.  
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2:30-3:00 pm 
The Reconnection Journey Through the Tree Rings - Traditional Health Model of the Haudenosaunee  
Cindy Martin 
Community Scholar - Six Nations of the Grand River Territory 
 
The traditional health model (THM) is based on the teachings of the Peace Maker and Haudenosaunee 
principles of helping individuals find peace, strength and a good mind. By developing self-care practices 
that raise the individual's sense of self-worth, the THM assists the person in coping with challenges re-
lated to birth, life, and death. The THM is applied to the individual's path of reconnection with self, 
family, and culture as a wellness model, evaluation tool, and plan of care. We will investigate the THM 
through the use of a case study. THM is utilized for palliative care within Six Nations community. 
 
3:00-3:30 pm                         
The US Federal Acknowledgment of Indian Tribes, a problematic process   
How unrecognized tribal peoples are continuing their cultural agendas while challenging this bureau-
cratically-embedded legal norm 
Colette Gipperich Haworth 
Old Dominion University 
 
This paper discusses the effects of the federal acknowledgment criteria upon two contemporary South-
eastern Iroquoian Indian tribes and a suggested remedial methodology for recognition endeavors. Cre-
ated in 1978, the federal acknowledgment process continues the settler-colonial process of alienating 
indigenous peoples from their cultures and lands.  Khadijeh Salimi (2021) proposed that a legal norm 
can be contested and replaced by a new norm even by powerless individual actors if a shared under-
standing of the harmful norm is understood by a large percentage of people.  The 2022 Iroquoia Con-
ference presents an ideal forum to introduce such information and solicit guidance and opinions on this 
research. 
 
BREAK—BOOK ROOM –ARTISTS AND EXHIBITORS 
3:30-5:00 am 
 
 
Saturday Evening (Details TBA) 
6:00-9:00 pm 
 
 
 

__________  SUNDAY __________ 
 

Field Trip - Seneca Springs  - Red House tour (Details TBA) 
9:00-12:00 am 
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